
Things to bring 

１  Textbooks 

・  New textbooks will be provided if the child is a transferee and he/she 

used different textbooks in the former school.  

２  School supplies 

・  Pencil case with pencils, red pencil and eraser. 

・  Shitajiki(plastic sheet laid under writing paper)、 ruler(about 15cm 

long ）  

・  Notebook for each subject 

・  Clear envelope, schedule notebook 

・  Security buzzer 

・ Other, necessary things for every grade（ Kindly ask the Homeroom Teacher） 

The following are things you need to bring home during summer break 

・  Disaster prevention hood 

・  A4 size toolbox（ paste、 scissors, plastic color pencil）  

３  School shoes(White ballet shoes）  

・ There are two kinds of school shoes, shoes for 

the classroom and Gymnasium (See the picture 

on the right)The shoes for the classroom has 

red color on the tip while the shoes for the 

gymnasium is all white. There are certain 

stores where you can buy the shoes. Prepare a bag for each shoes.  

 

 

 

(Sample of shoesbag) 
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４  Clothes 

・  There are no uniform in this school.  

・  Let the child wear clothes which are easy to wear and easy to take off.  

・  Wear clothes which are okay to be dirty.  

５  Name tag 

・  Name tag is attach to the chest. Please order name tag at school.  

６  P.E uniform 

・ Please prepare the following. The item from 1～ 3 are displayed in a normal 

department store.  

①  Shirts（ Short sleeve、 white color、 with collar）  

②  Red/white cap（ With eaves and chinstrap）  

③  Navy blue quarter pants 

④  Bags to put the things described above（ Bag that can be hook）  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

７  Winter clothes 

・  Hand gloves or scarf、 Neck warmers and other cold weather protection items 

should be used only when going to school. 

・  【 In P.E class】  

・  P.E uniforms may be long-sleeved. Also, the child may double P.E uniform 

or wear jerseys however; long jerseys or jerseys with hood are not allowed. 

・  They may only wear jackets before the class starts. 

①  ②  

③  

Name 

(Bag for the P.E uniform) 

④  



・  We will instruct to take off difficult clothes such as leggings, spats, 

tights and etc. 

・  Wearing turtleneck and long sleeve shirts under P.E uniform is not 

allowed. 

・  Do not wear gloves or neck warmers. 

８  In School Lunch 

・  Please prepare napkin and cloth mask for school lunch. Also prepare  

a small bag to put the napkin. Chopstick and cup are not necessary.  

・  Children will do the serving and clean up. They will use school aprons 

and own mask. Write your name on your own mask and wash the apron during 

weekend and bring it again to the school in the following week.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nagoya City Umemorizaka Elementary School  


